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Learn more and download the complete Wellness Consult Script at 
doterra.com > Empowered Success > Tools Library.

        Intro	Lifestyle

Provide a Live guide  
(give,	mail,	or	email).	

Answer	any	questions	about	 
the products they have.

Have them rate themselves on 
page	3	of	the	Live guide. 

Quickly expose them to the 
dōTERRA	lifestyle.	

Invite them to create their  
wish list.

       Wellness Consult

Complete the Wellness Consult 
and Daily Wellness Plan. 

Brainstorm	their	90-day	plan 
and next three loyalty  
rewards orders.

Get them excited about  
receiving their wellness 
delivered at the best price  
with	LRP.

Show how to log in to the back 
office	to	set	up	their	first	LRP	
order and adjust future orders.

       Connect to Resources

Recommend	your	favorite						 					
reference guide and app.

Introduce	to	dōTERRA	support,	
online education, and social 
media platforms.

Invite	to	Continuing	Ed.	 
(see	pgs.	73–74	of	this	guide).

Invite to team and  
community groups.

Invite them to share and build 
(give them Share	and/or	Build 
guides and book an Intro to Host 
or Intro to Build, depending on 
their	interests).
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Live
Wellness Consult

Offer a reference  
guide as a gift for 

setting up a first LRP 
order at 125+ PV  
before 15th of the  

next month.
Are you interested in 
earning free products or 
even an extra source of 
income with dōTERRA? 
The best way to get 
started is by hosting a 
class. I’d love to partner 
with you to share dōTERRA 
with those you care about!
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Wellness Consult
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Resolve	Concerns	

If customers bring up concerns about products that didn’t give them the results they hoped for, listen and then make 

suggestions or give ideas on how to adjust the amount of essential oils or methods they use to better achieve their desired 

results. Use the following tips to help them have a positive experience:

Need	More	Essential	Oils

Try small amounts of essential oils 

more frequently. For some concerns, 

try	1–2	drops	every	1–2	hours.	 

For	other	concerns,	try	1–3+	uses	

daily for a month or longer until 

desired results are achieved or to 

re-evaluate progress. 

Something	Blocking	Effects

Reduce	the	consumption	of	or	

exposure to toxins, harmful or synthetic 

substances, and anti-nutrients like 

sugar,	caffeine,	or	processed	foods.	 

Any	of	these	can	weaken	immunity	and	

distract the body’s energy away from 

health	projects,	and	reduce	the	effects	

of the essential oils. Dehydration, high 

levels of stress, and lack of sleep can 

also have a major impact on results.

Try	a	Different	Solution	

What works for one person may 

not	work	for	another.	Everybody	

is	different,	and	the	ability	to	

cater to that is one of the greatest 

advantages of essential oil use. 

Encourage	them	to	try	different	

things until the right solution is 

found.	Also	consider	the	emotional	

roots of a physical condition. What 

we think and believe impacts our 

biological processes. Consider 

recommending emotional support 

to improve the level and speed of 

results.
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